Individualized robot-assisted training for MS- and stroke patients in I-TRAVLE
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Abstract

Persons with central nervous deficits, such as MS and stroke patients, can benefit a lot from suitable training approaches that enhance their ability to perform activities in daily life. Personalized training, in accordance with the individual capabilities of the patient is a key issue in this context. We propose several techniques for individualization, including adaptive training games. Evaluations with patients and therapists reveal appreciation for the resulting Individualized, Technology-supported and Robot-Assisted Virtual Learning Environments (I-TRAVLE system).

1. Introduction

Diseases and conditions resulting in individually very different symptoms, such as MS and stroke, raise the need for individualized training programs and training support. Multiple Sclerosis (MS) is a chronic and progressive disorder of the central nervous system, resulting in symptoms such as impairments of strength, muscle tone, sensation, co-ordination, balance, as well as visual and cognitive problems. A stroke is a sudden loss of brain function(s) due to disturbance in the blood supply to the brain. As a result, the affected area of the brain is unable to function, leading to inability to move one or more limbs on one side of the body, inability to understand or formulate speech, inability to see one side of the visual field, and cognitive impairments. An important part of therapy in both stroke and MS consists of physical and occupational training including exercise therapy. Training duration and training intensity are considered to be key factors for a successful neurological rehabilitation [1]. In this regard, a difficult to treat problem is upper limb dysfunction, which has immediate impact on functional independence in daily life.

In the context of the Interreg IV project “Rehabilitation robotics” we investigate how patient-centric robot-assisted rehabilitation can fulfill these needs and contribute to the motivation of the patient to keep up the training efforts. Because robot-assisted rehabilitation and virtual environment (VE) technologies have proven to be promising tools in addition to traditional therapy to create an even more effective exercise training [2][3], these technologies are combined in our I-TRAVLE system [4]. Using a haptic robot as the central hardware component, a software and hardware system setup has been realized to support systematic and personalized training for MS and stroke patients. The patient interface gives access to training exercises and games in virtual environments using haptic feedback [4]. A specific selection of individualized and motivating training exercises is necessary to strive for a successful rehabilitation trajectory. In our haptics-based rehabilitation system we provide basic training exercises which include only one skill component, but also more advanced training exercises (or games) which combine multiple skill components. The module for the therapists allows us to define, to personalize, and to monitor the training [5].

As patients (and therapists) are the primary target users of I-TRAVLE, it is of utmost importance to serve their needs. Therefore, the development methodology being used adheres to user-centered design and involves patients as well as therapists, clinicians, software- and interaction specialists.

A detailed description of the different phases of the development process, including patient studies to assess the clinical relevance and usability of the interactive system, and of the details of the resulting system, is beyond the scope of this paper.

After a description of the overall system setup, we highlight in this paper the components of our approach.
to individualize the patient’s training on several levels, and we describe the corresponding features of the interactive software application. Personalization of the workspace, using difficulty levels and adaptivity in the training software are key issues of the approach.

2. System Setup

For the purpose of understandability, we will first present a general overview of the system setup and the training exercises, and then focus on individualization.

Figure 1 shows an overview of the system setup. The central component of the system is the MOOG HapticMaster [6] that functions as an output device, providing haptic feedback during the training by guiding or hindering the patient with exerted forces, but also as an input device, allowing the patient to interact with the software applications that deliver the training exercises. The HapticMaster was mainly chosen because of its abilities to provide a relatively large workspace and to exert a desired range of forces.

The HapticMaster is equipped with an ADL gimbal, which is the peripheral device where the user can place her hand and that is designed by MOOG to support activities of daily life (ADL). The patient is sitting in front of the HapticMaster in such a way that the bar of the device cannot come in contact with the patient. The patient’s hand is placed in the gimbal and secured into the attached brace.

A large display / TV screen is placed behind the HapticMaster, approximately 1.5m in front of the patient. This Full HD 40” TV screen (Samsung) is used to project the exercises to the patients. The smaller screen that is visible in Figure 1 to the left of the large patient’s display is the therapist interface, which can also be located in another place but usually it will be nearby the location where the patient is training under supervision of the therapist.

Figure 1 also shows the use of a Sling device manufactured by FOCAL [7] for those patients needing a substantial anti-gravity support to be able to perform the training exercises.

3. Workspace

Patients’ abilities for upper limb usage differ a lot for individual patients, and some will have, a smaller range of motion than others. So (1) a way to measure these differences needs to be determined, and (2) afterwards training expectations and the setup of the training program has to be adjusted according to these measurements. This personalization approach ensures that the effort for training exercises is within the capability of the patient, and does not ask for movements of the arm that are impossible or harmful.

To realize the first aspect of the personalization infrastructure, measuring the individual differences between patients, we created calibration applications to measure the active range of motion (ROM) of the patient. These applications will be used by the therapist before the patient executes the training exercises.

Figure 2: Active ROM Application

To determine the active ROM (Figure 2) the patient will have to move his arm as far as possible in every direction, without using compensations of the upper body. The HapticMaster device follows the movement but does not deliver extra support for the patient. The software records the outer limits and stores this information in a central database. Each subsequent training exercise will take these values into account, ensuring the distance of movements within the exercises does not surpass these values. This is done by scaling the actual movements of the HapticMaster to the required movements whilst the patient performs the exercise.
4. Difficulty levels

Once the individual workspace is determined and the training program is set by the therapist the patient can start training. To set up a training program the therapist can choose among several exercises provided by the system. Selected exercises take into account the desire of the patient to train certain activities of daily life. Each exercise trusts on certain parameters that can change its difficulty level. Providing customizable parameters thus ensures personalization to better suit the patients’ desires and capabilities.

Though introducing flexibility, setting the extensive number of parameters each time an exercise starts may become a tedious task. Therefore three categories of parameters are defined (general, haptic and training volume parameters), where each category has 5 levels of predetermined values as illustrated in the central part of Figure 3. Classifying parameters in this way supports flexible creation of diverse training programs. General parameters include settings about the visual representation and auditory feedback, for example show the optimal path that the user needs to follow. Haptic parameters include the weight of an object in the virtual environment or supporting the movements of the patient along the optimal path. Finally the training volume parameters can include length of the exercise or the number of repetitions of a certain movement. A detailed overview of these parameters can be found in [5].

The therapist takes the initiative to select the appropriate levels for each exercise while creating a training program for a particular patient. On choosing a difficulty level the system will automatically set the corresponding parameters. To facilitate an even more advanced level of personalization each of the parameters within a difficulty level can be adapted by the therapist. These setting are then stored under the specific individual patient profile for future use.

5. Adaptivity in Penguin Painting

In the above introduced personalization techniques, the therapist manually adjusts the difficulty levels to result in suitable, challenging and individualized rehabilitation programs. However, this dependency on the therapist’s involvement can be minimized while tailoring of the game challenge can still be provided at the right time.

Based on dynamically measured and monitored performance of the patient, automatic adaptation of the difficulty level can be part of the optimization strategy for individualized training. To deliver proof of concept of this approach, this kind of adaptivity has been implemented in one of our training games namely the penguin painting exercise. After explaining the goal of the game, we will highlight the automatic adaptation technique that is demonstrated.

5.1 Penguin Painting Exercise

The goal of the exercise shown in figure 4 is to color the penguins correctly and collect as many points as possible within a certain time limit. The black penguins placed on the left side of the display have to be colored according to their belly by exercising appropriate skill components. The game includes small and big penguins where the former is much lighter to transport then the latter.

The user has to select a penguin on the shelf and dip it into the correct buckets located at the top and at the bottom of the game space. The top buckets will paint the upper part of the penguins while the bottom buckets will change the color of the lower part. Small buckets require a much more precise movement than their larger counterpart. The color of the penguin is only applied when holding it long enough into the bucket (to train stabilization of the upper limb). To provide some extra challenges in the game, a devil that captures the penguin might appear. Furthermore an eventual obstacle needs to be avoided to reach the buckets.

When the playing patient has completely colored the penguin, the character must be dropped on the correct platform to the right of the game space.

5.2 Automatic adaptation

To achieve a suitable challenge during the game we investigated the option of dynamically adjusting the difficulty of the game. Concretely, in our proof of concept...
concept realization, this was done using automatic difficulty adjustments according to the players’ actual performance and progress in the game. Examples of the difficulty adjustments are changing the ratio of small and big penguins, frequency of the devil, width of the buckets etc.

Seven levels of difficulty were defined ranging from very easy to very difficult. This technique brings along many opportunities to adapt for every individual patient, making it easier for weak patients or more difficult for stronger patients. Examples of predefined levels can be seen in Figure 4 and Figure 5.

Patients start their training on a certain level, and the system detects triggers for adjusting the level. The (currently basic) detection algorithm compares patient performance over the last two game trials or exercises. When there is no significant difference in performance the algorithm assumes that the patient is training on an appropriate level, otherwise it will increase or decrease the level accordingly by one level at a time. The performance is measured by the score, the average time to color a penguin, the average distance traveled, the amount of errors that are made, etc.

An informal test revealed promising results as patients as well as therapists appreciate the automatic level adjustments. Patients liked the diversity of levels and report enhanced motivation to continue training with the game. Further investigation is needed to optimize the adaptation algorithm and realize other kinds of adaptive games.

6. Conclusions and Future Work

We have described how different levels of individualization, ranging from parameters adjustable by therapists to automatically adapting game levels, have been integrated and successfully explored in our I-TRAVLE rehabilitation environment. Adaptation is promising, and inspires further research regarding adaptation triggers (where we started exploring EMG based fatigue prediction/detection) and adaptation algorithms.
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